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Su Nan smiled lightly and looked at Shang Yi, he was generous, worthy of being
the heir of a businessman.

But the words and mannerisms, there is always a revolting sense of superiority.

It is very different from the modest and polite Shang Qian.

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services
to its customers.

It was Su Qi who couldn’t help himself and spoke up.

“To give up cooperation with Shang Qian and then cooperate with your
merchants, this tumultuous operation is really confusing, aren’t you a family?

Are you not digging a hole for your nephew?”

The bluntness was embarrassing.

Shang Yi laughed, “Yes, that’s about right.”

“Mr. Shang, I don’t quite understand.”
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Why did they mention Shang Qian and Merchant separately, as if they weren’t
family.

Su Nan had indifference in her eyes and suddenly remembered Little Mike’s
comment, “Badass too!”

“It seems that Shangqian didn’t tell Miss Su too much about our merchants, and I
heard that he has been pursuing you, so I can see that he is not very sincere about
his feelings either.”

Shang Yi shook his head, “This is how he is, no matter what, his face is covered
with a mask of hypocrisy, so that people can’t see what he really thinks.”

Su Yi Feng stood up in annoyance, somewhat impatient to deal with this villain:.

“Xiao Wu, you guys talk, I’m tired, go up and rest.”

Su Nan stood up and nodded: “Okay, dad, you take a good rest.”

There were only three people left in the living room.

Su Qi had no intention of leaving, it was about Xiao Wu’s happiness, he had to
figure it out!

“Mr. Shang, you came suddenly, you haven’t met Shang Qian yet, right?”



“Sooner or later, I have to meet, I came to Z this time, one is for cooperation, and
the other is to bring him back.”

Shang Yi smiled, “Speaking of which, I still need Miss Su to cooperate with me to
do so.”

Su Nan smiled, the butler uncle brought up her coffee, Su Nan took it, took a sip
and put it down without hurry.

Shang Yi’s face stiffened slightly, looking at how Su Nan’s attitude was not
curious at all?

He thought for a moment and spoke again.

“I don’t know if Miss Su knows, he previously insisted on marrying his brother’s
woman and raising his child, which is already a big treason in our family.

Because of this matter, he took the woman and the child and left the business,
and has since been cut off from the business.”

Su Nan lowered her eyes and smiled calmly, “I know.”

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services
to its customers.

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services.



Su Qi was shocked for a moment, “What what? He married his brother’s woman,
that child is also the brother’s? Not Shang Qian’s?”

Su Nan disgustedly glanced at Su Qi, out of breath!

Shang Yi hooked his lips, “Yes, it’s not his.”

Su Qi a look of surprise, pursed his lips, “Then how come he did not say? Before
also ……”

“Probably afraid of shame, after all, married his brother’s woman and is not
something honorable, once exposed the child is not his own, then he will only
have more stains on his body.”

Shang Yichang smiled and looked at Su Nan, “I didn’t expect Shang Qian to say
this?”

Su Nan raised her eyebrows, “Shang Qian is afraid that things will be exposed and
it will be bad for the child, that’s why he didn’t say anything.”

She looked at Su Qi, Su Qi immediately realized that the two explanations for the
two reasons, the meaning is completely different.

Shang Yi’s dark eyes sunk: “But he must not have said, he pissed off his mother,
after leaving the merchant, did not even go back to see.

My brother, his father, has been critically ill, this time I came to Z, is to bring him
back to see a side.



Most of his investments are in Su’s group’s projects, and only when Su’s group
gives up working with him will Shang Qian be completely dead.”

Su Qi: “It will also go bankrupt, right?”
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Shang Yi laughed, “Can’t I afford a merchant, Shang Qian? Bankruptcy can start
all over again, but his father is gone, there is no more chance.”

Su Nan sat there in silence, not saying a word.

Shang Yi’s small calculations are known to all.

But do not know the other things, how much true, how much false?

Such a backstabbing trick to pit others, he really dared to say it?

“I know this may be a bit inappropriate, but in order to let him return to the
merchant, we have no other way, he is after all the merchant’s people, instead of
working hard outside, why not to serve their own family?”

Shang Yi’s meaning seems to be for Shang Qian’s sake.

Let Shang Qian return to the merchant?
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Su Nan hesitated for a moment and smiled, “This is a matter of great importance,
I can not make a decision alone, Mr. Shang let me think about it?”

Shang Yi breathed a sigh of relief, a look of certainty, he tidied his collar, smiled
with a confident chest.

“For the good of Shang Qian, Miss Su do not have a sense of guilt, he returned to
the business, is to go to be the boss, and not subservient, Miss Su think about it.”

Shang Yi said, stood up.

“Then I will say goodbye, if Miss Su has made a decision, I will immediately send
someone to arrange the cooperation.”

Su Nan also followed and stood up, “I won’t see you off, Mr. Shang.”

Shang Yi nodded and followed the butler behind to see off the guests.

Su Nan sat back, the smile on her face tightened up, and a chill crossed her eyes.

“See it?”

Su Qi silently nodded, “I really underestimated Shang Qian, did not expect him to
be so attached to a child that is not his own……”



Su Nan gave him a blank look, not expecting his thinking to remain in the same
state as earlier.

“Don’t tell Little Mike’s life, he’s still too young.”

Su Qi nodded, “know, I understand, protect the little child that fragile little heart
well ……”

Su Nan smiled, “This thing can not be told to others.”

“I will not say, but there is no guarantee that this Shang Yi does not say ah, you
see he put this secret so casually said

The news is obviously not at all cared about the news spread ah.”

Su Nan fell silent.

For this Shang Yi, the matter of Shang Qian’s child is not enough to ruin his
reputation, he married his brother’s woman is more shameful.

Su Nan took a deep breath and stood up with the phone, “I’m going out.”

Su Qi gave a tsk, “Go tell Shang Qian ah?”

“Yeah, this thing is wrong no matter how you choose, I simply let him choose for
himself.”



Whether or not to return to the merchant, that is his own will, he is an adult with
mature thinking ability.

Su Nan will not be instigated by Shang Yi, she directly drove back to the
apartment.

Upstairs.

She rang the doorbell.

Shang Qian had long been in the house and saw the person outside, not
expecting Su Nan to come up.

He opened the door and looked at her with a smile.

“Miss Su, welcome to you ah ……”

Su Nan smiled, little Mike heard the movement, throwing two little short legs
and ran over la.

“Beautiful sister, I love you Yo……”

Shang Qian’s face is dark, he really did not miss a chance to hug Su Nan.

Su Nan did not mind, stroked little Mike’s hair.



“Little Mike, downstairs is my home, Su Qi brother bought me the latest
intelligent robot, can remotely control Su Xiaohu, you want to go see?”

Little Mike’s eyes lit up, smiled so much that his eyes narrowed into a line, and
nodded excitedly.

Su Nan told him the password, “Go go go, later we also go down.”
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Little Mike ran away happily.

Shangqian smiled helplessly and made room for her. Su Nan swept a glance,
Shangqian’s home style is more cozy, and it makes people comfortable to look at.

“Come to see me for something?”

Su Nan nodded her head.

“Shang Yi went to my home……”

Shang Qian’s face changed slightly, and his smile froze at the corner of his mouth.

Su Nan told him Shang Yi’s words in their original form.
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“I think that you should know this and prepare early.”

Shang Qian was silent for a few seconds, and for those few seconds, his eyes
were cold and warmless.

But soon, he regained his gentle smile.

He raised his eyes to look at Su Nan.

“Thank you for telling me this, Su Nan, it seems that I am already your own
person.”

Su Nan froze.

“Your focus is not on the line like my brother, huh?”

Shang Qian laughed, his eyes teasing.

“Your attitude is the focus of what I see, no one else matters.”

He reached out and took Su Nan’s hand, causing the tip of Su Nan’s heart to
tremble and tingle.

“My girlfriend, ah, I may be in trouble.”



Su Nan paused, or see Shang Qian for the first time so vulnerable?

“Do you need help?”

Shangqian smiled, “Need.”

Su Nan: “You say.”

“You have to always stand by my side so that I can always have motivation.”

Su Nan: “……”

Shang Qian smiled and stroked her hair, “Don’t worry, Shang Yi is no match for
me.”

Su Nan looked at him, “Is there nothing you want to say to me?”

What Shang Yi said, he had infuriated his mother, such a private matter, should
not be so easily said.

But she couldn’t go directly to ask.

Shang Qian’s eyes darkened and his smile froze for a moment.



“The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services
to the market.

When I left the business, most of it was his doing, because he wanted all the
inheritance rights of the business.”

Su Nan frowned, “Then you left willingly?”

Shang Qian’s eyes flashed, “You know what? Little Mike has encountered many
dangers, if I don’t leave, he will only encounter more, that second uncle of mine
has lost his heart for the inheritance of the merchant.”

He paused, his face did not look too good, even his lips were pale for a moment:.

“And at that time, I had a very unpleasant trouble with my parents, can only leave
everything behind to leave, instead of fighting to the death for the point
property, why not each other do not interfere with each other, take a step back
and the sky is wide open well ……”

“Mr. Shang is really generous, but your concessions did not get anything in return,
he is chasing after, but also want to put you into bankruptcy.

I guess he is now eyeing your foreign assets, are you really not prepared to do
something about it?”

Shang Qian bowed his head, hooked his lips, and a rare trace of coldness
appeared on his face.

“Don’t worry, he doesn’t have that ability to take what’s mine.”



After all, he can stand firm on Wall Street, relying on the background of the
merchant is not.

If Shang Yi dares to reach out and grab it, he will chop off his hand!

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services
to its customers.

Shang Qian avoids talking about his parents, I’m afraid it’s not good to ask
directly.

The first thing you should know is that you will always know when you should
know.

She smiled and stood up, “Well, I still have work tonight, why don’t you go down
and play games with Little Mike?”

“To the office? Shall I drive you?”

Shang Qian stood up and was going over to get his clothes.

Su Nan smiled, “No need, Yu Lou will come to pick me up.”

Shang Qian nodded, after all, he was not at ease with little Mike staying alone,
otherwise he would have been obsessed with sending her to work.



“Does Assistant Yu have a girlfriend?”

He had to be jealous that Yu Lou could spend time with her ……
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This question caused Su Nan to give a slight pause.

“He has already gotten married.”

Remember, he even took a wedding leave before!

Shang Qian laughed, “What a pity, I originally planned to introduce him to a
girlfriend.”

Su Nan frowned, “How come I didn’t hear you say that before?”

“Too busy, forgot.”

Su Nan walked to the door, “I’m leaving, why don’t you go down too?”

“Wait.”
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Shang Qian took a flower from the vase in the living room and walked over, Su
Nan’s heart beat a beat faster.

The delicate little Swiss lily arrived in front of her eyes.

“I hope this last gift today will make you forget the unhappiness you saw at the
airport.”

The pair of shoes had probably arrived at the museum by now, and the curator
had called earlier to thank them repeatedly and praise their generosity.

Su Nan smiled and took it, “Thank you.”

Of all the gifts, this flower is also the most normal.

Shang Qian smiled and squatted down to put on her shoes.

Su Nan was really a little unable to resist his enthusiasm, but he did it very
casually, not worth mentioning at all.

After putting on his shoes, he stood up and looked at her with a smile, his warm
eyes flowing with light.

“Sunan, there’s a problem.”

She looked at him.



“When will I be able to kiss you?”

Shang Qian’s eyes reflected her face, looking at her bright features, and every
time he had to work very hard to suppress the urge to kiss her.

Because afraid she can not accept it for a while, afraid to scare her.

But just squatting down again at that moment, like a gentleman sending his wife
out the door.

The desire within him was even stronger.

So, he directly asked the heart out.

Su Nan was stunned by his straightforward question.

She blinked her eyes and her face abruptly reddened.

For a while, silence fell.

But Shang Qian didn’t want to let her go like that, he stepped forward and
approached her, with her shadow reflected between his eyebrows and eyes, all
with soft light inside.

Su Nan smelled the warm and silent cold scent of his body, a momentary trance,
but quickly reacted, reached out and pushed him a little.



“Then you wait for me to ask!”

She said quickly.

Shangqian did not understand, smiling at her.

“Ask who?”

“Ask my father!”

Shang Qian’s face stiffened, just to say something, Su Nan turned and ran
decisively.

This is to scare him again!

If you really ask to Su Yi Feng, Su Yi Feng is afraid to take a fishing rod foot to do
a person!

He smiled down, the phone in his pocket rang, took out a look, the smile
immediately closed up.

He picked up: “Second uncle?”

The evil voice of Shang Yi came over, “I’m coming to Z, big nephew, want to
meet?”



The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re looking for.

“Yes, you should.”

“By the way, I’ve met the Miss Su you like, good vision, good-looking family also,
you can climb this high branch.

You can climb to this high branch, it is not easy!”

Shang Qian face slightly cold, directly hung up the phone.

He is not in the mood to talk nonsense with Shang Yi, and there is not much
affection between them to exchange.

……

Su’s Group.

Su Jin held an emergency meeting of the top management only immediately
because of a major accident in a project in the company.

When Su Nan arrived, Su Jin had already talked to the two supervisors for half an
hour.

The two supervisors’ faces were as pale as vegetables, shaking like chaff, and it
looked like the conversation was frightening enough.



Su Jin looked up expressionlessly, “This is the company’s decision, you are fired,
go to the personnel to do the procedure

Go to personnel to do the procedure and leave with dignity.”
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The two supervisors wanted to say something else, but in the end, no one dared
to speak.

All know Su Jin’s temper, wrong is wrong, he will not give a chance.

They left, and Su Nan sat opposite him, wondering.

“Didn’t you say that something happened to the project?”

Su Jin lifted his chin, his face as cold as frost.

“Those two, just now, were bribed by someone and intended to make a move on
the project, and were discovered by the people under them.”

“Who bought them?”

“Xinhai, a woman named…… Yun Yun.”
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Su Nan’s eyes were awe-inspiring, “It’s her?”

“You know?”

“Have dealt with, the project did not lose, right?”

“Not yet, but soon.

Who is the spokesperson these two hired, do you know?”

Su Jin’s face was as gloomy as water, probably really pissed off by this crazy
woman.

Su Nan shook her head, she didn’t know.

General real estate projects don’t need spokespersons, unless it’s a high-end
construction.

Su Jin gritted his teeth, “Sun Hao Yang.”

Su Nan was shocked, “Domestic violence man?”

There was a lot of attention to Sun Hao Yang in the media, but it was all negative.



When the same period with Yu Fei debut of fresh meat, Yu Fei soared to the sky,
the national attention is getting better and better.

While Sun Hao Yang but a fall, and then rise during the announcement of
marriage, lost a lot of fans.

After marriage, domestic violence, lost more fans, and even many road to black,
the national degree can be said to be a drop in the bucket.

Whoever gets involved with him, who is unlucky.

This soon to be mushy male artist was signed as a spokesperson by the Su Group?

Su Jin sighed in annoyance.

“These two are old people, so they have great autonomy in signing contracts.
They signed Sun Hao Yang privately, just to bring our products along with them
to be stinky.”

Su Nan’s face sank, “Terminate the contract, right?”

“It’s not worth it, the breach of contract is ten times, once the contract is
cancelled, our project is even dead in the water.”

The office fell into silence.

The choice was tricky.



Su Nan took the lead in breaking the silence.

“Isn’t Third Brother familiar with this matter? He doesn’t have a solution?”

Su Jin was speechless to the extreme: “Su Qi said never sign him, and hung up
after that, all nonsense!”

Su Nan pursed her lips, “Let’s do this, I’ll think of a way.”

“You?” Su Jin obviously did not believe.

Su Nan smiled, “Your sister is at least half a foot into the entertainment industry,
don’t underestimate me!”

Su Jin laughed at her words and his face eased up a lot.

“Okay, you do it, if it doesn’t work, even if it doesn’t work, the big deal is to lose
money, and terminate the contract with him to preserve the group’s reputation,
this is our bottom line.”

Su Nan understood.

Whether a spokesman’s image is positive or not is fatal to the business.



Once the spokesman has a problem, tainted with what black material, the ripple
effect on the business, the biggest possibility to lead to stock market turmoil,
followed by bankruptcy.

Su Nan smiled, “Big brother, you go to a relationship, this kind of thing does not
need to be moved, I’m leaving!”

“Wait, Xiao Wu……”

Su Jin hesitated for a moment and took out a kraft paper bag from the drawer, a
thin layer.

His large, well-defined fingerbone hand on it knocked, and his tone was deep and
cold.

“Don’t blame big brother for being nosy, Shang Yi went to the house today, Lao
San told me about it.

I know that two people together should trust each other, but we also have to eat
a lesson and grow wiser, you have been hurt once, we have to be more careful.

Shangqian is good, but also a man, men’s words can not be trusted.”

For a moment, Su Nan was silent for a few seconds.

She immediately understood what was in that kraft paper bag?

It was material for the investigation of Shang Qian.
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When Su Nan was still torn between asking and not asking, Su Jin had already
made the decision for her.

Learn a lesson and grow wiser.

This is really a bloody lesson.

She fell in love once, the whole family followed the alarm, a little wind and grass,
everyone can not sit down.

How can she have such a warm family?

Su Nan smiled and walked over to bring the paper bag over, “You’re right, you
can’t believe everything, you have to know the person’s bottom line before you
get stuck in.”

Su Jin looked at his extremely uptight sister with satisfaction.

How sensible ……

Su Nan raised her eyes and looked at him with a smirk.
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“Big brother, you are also a male, I also have to remind Sister Wen Xiang of this!”

Su Jin’s face changed slightly and he gritted his teeth.

“Are you still human?”

Su Nan playfully spat out her tongue, took her things and left.

Su Jin was furious and made her talk nonsense behind her!

Her mood changed for the better all of a sudden.

Su Nan returned to the office with her things, and Yu Lou followed her in.

“Mr. Su, I checked out Mr. Shang’s materials, some of them are not on there, you
can ask me.”

Su Nan raised his eyebrows, “When did you……”

“It is the time of your return to the apartment from the old mansion in the
afternoon, let the M detective to investigate, the businessman’s secret

extremely well disguised, if not prepared to ask directly, will certainly attract
their attention.”



Su Nan paused, “They did not notice?”

“No.”

Su Jin suddenly asked Yu Lou to investigate this matter, Yu Lou realized only
after the fact that Shang Qian and Su Nan’s recent relationship is a lot closer.

He was the one who was too slow to react.

This is unqualified for an assistant.

Su Nan nodded and sat on the sofa and opened the kraft paper bag ……

After Shang Qian became an adult, his information was separated from the
merchant.

The business family is huge, the background power mysteriously deep, in the
overseas Chinese circle of extremely high status, all levels are involved, the
identity of the personnel complex, half of each from business and politics, even
in the M political arena also has a seat.

But Shang Qian seems to be completely detached from the business, he no
longer interacts with anyone in the business, as if his surname Shang, is a
complete coincidence.

He has become a leading genius in the securities industry, and no one cares what
his background is.



He marked in the spouse column: widowed.

Generous and frank.

All the way to the present ……

Su Nan raised his eyes and looked at Yu Lou, “Is there anything else?”

What is in front of you is just some basic material, and Su Nan is not interested.

Yu Lou paused and tensed his breath for a moment.

Soon, he let out a sigh of relief.

Frowning.

“Mr. Su, Mr. Shang is more complicated than we thought.”

Su Nan raised his eyebrows, it seems that he found out something that others did
not know.

“His information can be sure that it is cleaned up, even if I find a private detective
to find out, it is still what he wants me to find out.



But the merchant circulated a secret, I heard that when the merchant selected
the heir, the person originally settled on, was Shang Qian.”

Su Nan’s eyes shrank slightly.

She suddenly understood why Shang Yi, the second uncle’s animosity towards
Shang Qian was strong?

His existence is Shang Yi’s potential hidden trouble ah.

This kind of family complex group enterprise, to choose an heir is afraid that is
not a simple matter of a word.

But Shang Qian’s breezy personality is clearly different from Shang Yi’s shrewd
and mercenary techniques.

After thinking for a while, Su Nan took a deep breath and handed the kraft paper
bag to Yu Lou.

“Destroy.”
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